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Lessons from the teachers' movement  

(Part one) 
 

 By: Kaveh Mozaffari  

 23.06.2022 

Unlike the demand-driven approach, 

which seeks to find solutions to high-

level problems; The starting point is the 

formation, strengthening and solidarity 

of the lower classes. When the emphasis 

is on organizing as the main strategy, it 

is the demands and protest actions that 

become the tactic. Organizing provides 

the opportunity to practice teamwork 

and democracy from below. 

One of the progressive social 

movements in our country that has 

grown and flourished significantly in 

recent years is the teachers' movement. 

The geographical extent and the 

distinctive quality of the struggle and 

endurance of the activists of this 

movement have created diverse and 

innovative experiences. Experiences 

that can provide valuable lessons for 

other social and civic actors. 

Experiences that will play an important 

role in creating alternative relationships 

for the future of our society. In this  

memo, I try to highlight some lessons to   

be learned from teachers' struggles by  

 

 

looking at these experiences and 

initiatives. 

 

1-Organizing as a strateg 

 

Emphasis on the need for organization 

is a common slogan of many civil 

society activists and activists. But in 

practice, given the constraints and 

repressions, creating and maintaining 

social and civic organizations is a very 

difficult process. Although efforts are 

being made in this area, in many cases it 

is transient and unstable. In a way, 

organization occurs only cross-section 

ally and instrumentally, and after a 

while, many collective movements lead 

to individual and media identification. 

Nevertheless, the teachers' movement 

has gained valuable experience in terms 

of strengthening collective identities and 

organizing. 

In particular, in the last one year, the 

protest activities of teachers' unions in 

more than 200 cities of the country are a 

serious sign of the implementation of 

the slogan of organizing. In a way, 

following and preparing for organizing 

has become the central policy of the 

teachers' movement. If in the past, the 

pursuit of union and livelihood demands 

was the main issue of teachers' 

collective activities, and organizing in 

the form of union centres and protest 

actions was used as a tool and tactic to  

 

pursue these demands; Today, we see 

that organizing has become important  

not only as a temporary and tactical 

pursue these demands; Today, we see 

ththat organizing has become important  

not only as a temporary and tactical 

tool, but also as a strategy and policy for 

the teachers' movement. 

Unlike the demand-driven approach, 

which seeks to find solutions to high-

level problems; the starting point is the 

formation, strengthening and solidarity 

of the lower classes. When the emphasis 

is on organizing as the main strategy, it 

is the demands and protest actions that 

become the tactic. Organizing provides 

the opportunity to practice teamwork 

and democracy from below. Thus, 

organizational experiences can be 

productive seeds for the emergence of 

alternative relationships. For example, 

the "council administration", which has 

received a lot of attention in recent 

years, has come not from the theories of 

libraries or media propaganda, but from 

the struggles and experiences of 

organizations. 

The teachers' movement is moving 

towards society 

Continued at No. 163 

 

 



 

  

Reza Shahabi on the 17th day of the hunger strike 

What do you want from Reza Shahabi? 

End imprisonment and prosecution of trade union activists

28 . 06.22 - Reza Shahabi's hunger strike 

has entered its 17th day. Anyone who has 

not lost the ability to understand the reality 

of the 17 day hunger strike  and the 

continuing danger to Reza Shahabi's life   

will realize that by continuing the physical 

and psychological harassment of this union 

activist and further interrogations, he will 

not be able to resist his scenario. To surren-

der to the pre-written thread, and in a 

situation where he has sacrificed his life to 

defend the legitimacy of the union and the 

legitimacy and leg itimacy of class soli-

darity with his wife in the international 

arena, will only drive him to his death. 

Reza Shahabi, Hassan Saeedi, Reyhaneh 

Ansari Nejad, Anisha Asadollahi, Keyvan 

Mohtadi, Mohammad Habibi, Jafar Ebrahimi, 

Eskandar Lotfi, Shaban Mohammadi, Rasoul 

Badaghi and doyens of labor and trade union 

activists have not committed any crime and no 

free people have been charged with security 

charges. Does not accept what is given to them. 

Continuation of imprisonment and in some  

        cases interrogation and solitary confinement of 

trade union and trade union activists, while currently 

case number 2508 in the Freedom.  Committee of  

the International Labor Organization is a com- 

plain com- t against the government of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran for violating international labor 

rights and standards and suppressing organizations  

 

and  activists. Independent labor in the country,  

including the trade union of Vahed Company, is 

carried out through the International Federation of 

Transport Workers and the International Trade 

Unions and Federations. 

The workers' union of the Tehran and Suburbs Bus 

Company demands an immediate end to the 

interrogations, threats and insults of the interrogators 

against Reza Shahabi. Reza Shahabi should be 

transferred immediately to a suitable hospital outside 

the prison and released after the necessary medical 

examination and care.  

 The Workers' Union of Tehran and Suburbs Bus 

Company calls on all supporters and supporters of 

the labor movement and the general public of 

freedom-loving people and independent organiza-

tions to support the demand for immediate cessation, 

and calls for security cases and the release of all 

trade union and trade union activists.  

The solution to the toilers is:   

                         

        unity and organization 

 

Syndicate of workers of the buses of the busket

Today, July 26, unaware of the physical health of two 

imprisoned members of the union, Reza Shahabi is going 

through his 15th day and  Hassan Saeedi is going on his 6th 

day of hunger strike. 

Today, the 26th of July,  Reza Shahabi is going on his 15th day 

of hunger strike. No one knows about the physical condition of 

this imprisoned worker, and his family is in grave distress  

 

Syndicate, is also  

 

day of the hunger strike, and during hunger strike and solitary 

confinement. 
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Hassan Saeedi, another well-known member of the Vahed protesting against the 

frequent and lengthy interrogations on the sixth a short call two days ago, he 

announced that he is on a 209-day  

Saeedi also protested the repeated interrogations and announced that 

he would not interrogate again. 

There is no exact information about his health condition until the 

news was broadcast, and his family is completely unaware of their 

spouse's condition. 

Reza Shahabi and  Hassan Saeedi are currently grateful for the 

meetings and phone calls. 

 

 

 

 

The workers' union of Tehran and Suburbs Bus Company, while  

expressing strong concern about the physical condition of these two 

imprisoned union activists, demands immediate medical attention in the 

hospital outside the prison and the unconditional release of  Reza Shahabi 

and  Hassan Saeedi and other imprisoned activists. 

 

The solution to the toils of:  

unity and organization 

  Syndicate of workers of the  buses of the  busket

 

 

 Vahed syndicate solidarity 
      With striking workers in British transport  

     Thursday, June 23, 2022 

 

     The Vahed Workers 'Union has issued a statement in solidarity with the British Transport Workers' Strike, saying "we are with them 

in the fight for job security and the rights of British transport workers." Workers' solidarity knows no borders. 

The full text of this statement of support is as follows: 

Britain is facing the biggest strike in rail transport in a generation. 50,000 railway workers from RMT and Unite the Union have joined 

the strike to protest the devastating reduction in jobs, working conditions, services and pensions. 

     This is the first of three days of planned strikes (June 21, 23 and 25) against plans  

conditions and lay off thousands of safety workers across the national rail and metro 

services. It was London in this regard, the World Kazar has been called by the World 

Federation of Transport Workers. The Workers' Union of the Tehran and Suburbs Bus 

Company, as a member of the Federation of Transport Workers, in a letter to the 

relevant authorities, includeing the British Minister of Transport, expressed its 

solidarity with the British Transport Workers and their unions for the protection of rail 

services and infrastructure development projects. And promote public transportation, 

including rail, and fight against job cuts, wage freezes and attacks on working 

conditions and pensions, he said. 

British trade unions, including in the transport sector, such as RMT, have in the past 

repeatedly supported trade unions and workers in various sectors in the cloud. We stand with them in the fight for job security and the 

rights of British transport workers. Workers' solidarity knows no borders. 
Short News 

* - Workers of Toli Press Rooz Company and Alborz Packaging Rooz Company on Thursday, June 17th staged a protest rally.  

              They gathered in front of the Alvand city governor's office in Qazvin province to protest the non-payment of salaries.                                                                                                                          

* - Rally of retirees of social security workers in Ahwaz 

Until we do not get what we deserve  We Continue everyday .                                                                                                                       

* - Sunday, June 20, 1401, A video of a series of recent gatherings of social security retirees in Shoush with the slogan:   

Neither the parliament nor the government cares about the nation. What a good promise, but it was all a lie.                                    
100% inflation, 10% increase. 
Social Security retirees against government stubbornness and insistence on illegal violations in increasing the salaries of these retirees. 
The government insists on this illegal stubbornness, not on the basis of its own laws, but by relying on repression. 
 
* - Workers on scaffolding projects in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries are demanding a pay rise to their proposed list and a shift of 20 
working days and 10 days off.      
It should be noted that scaffolding workers working on oil projects have been trying to go on a nationwide strike since July 
Iranian workers in Tabriz, after a year of unemployment, are waiting for the factory to be reopened and receive 6 months of unpaid wages. 
The factory and the labor office have refused to pay their salaries during this period. The labor office, in collaboration with the factory's managers, 
has asked the workers to settle. But the workers are not willing to settle. 
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* - Workers in”Iran Mayeh - Tabriz”, after a year of unemployment, are waiting for the factory  

to be reopened and receive 6 months of unpaid wages.  
The factory and the labor office have refused to pay their salaries during this period. The labor  
office, in collaboration with the factory's managers, has asked the workers to settle. But the workers 
are not willing to settle.   
                                                                                                                                                                                        

* - Wednesday, July 1, 1401 - About 500 scaffolders from Kanegan Petroleum Refinery  

Company's   project staff went on strike.   

* - Scaffolding workers working at Kian Petrochemical also joined the nationwide scaffolding strike.    

 Today, the first Wednesday of July, 1401, scaffolding workers working on oil projects went on strike in 
protest of the non-fulfillment of their demands and in accordance with the previously announced call. 
The picture above is related to the strike of scaffolding workers working in Kian Petrochemical. 
Scaffolding project workers working in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries demand an increase in 

wages to the extent of their proposed list and work shifts of 20 working days and 10 days off. 
 
* - Wednesday, July 1, 1401 
Khorramshahr Municipality workers' protest rally 
Khorramshahr Municipality workers, while protesting, announced that they had paid their salaries in May. The workers, who now claim 17 months' 
salary arrears, say: "After months of waiting for workers to receive their salaries, the Khorramshahr municipality paid small sums to the workers' 
accounts yesterday, in addition to the May salaries, which has caused workers' dissatisfaction." 
           

 * - More than 230 arrests; A report on teachers' protests in different cities over two months 
Since the beginning of May this year, at least 238 teachers and teachers' union activists have been 
arrested by security forces and 23 have been summoned to court. In some cases, the detention of these 
citizens has been accompanied by violence by security forces and house searches. During this period, 
many employed and retired teachers and educators of the country gathered in front of the education 
departments of many cities to protest the failure to address their demands, in some of which the 
protesting citizens were beaten by the security forces. A number of detained teachers are currently on 
hunger strike to protest their detention. 
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Statement of the International Federation  

of Transport Workers (ITF) 

in support of two detained members of the Vahed Workers' Union 

and teachers who have been arrested 

in the new scenario on trumped-up charges. (https://t.me/vahedsyndica/4719) 

 
International Transport Workers Federation: Iran must free union activists from indescribable torture! 

 

 

Jun  28, 2022 

 

In a statement issued on Jun 28, 2022, the 

International Transport Workers 'Union 

called for the immediate release of Reza 

Shahabi, Hassan Saeedi, and other workers, 

teachers, and activists detained on 

International Workers' Day. A statement from 

the International Federation of Transport 

Workers said, "Reza Shahabi, a trade union 

leader in Iran, is once again in prison, 

tortured, denied access to medical facilities 

and on a hunger strike following the 

International Workers' Day protests. "The 

International Federation of Transport 

Workers joins a wide range of organizations 

that have condemned his arrest and brutal 

treatment by an authoritarian government 

imposed solely on legal union activities." 

 

ITF Secretary-General Stephen Cotton said in 

a statement that they were aware that Reza 

Shahabi was being held in Evin Prison and 

was suffering from severe back and neck pain 

as a result of beatings in several prisons. He 

also has a chronic heart condition. He is 

currently on a hunger strike and so his 

condition can be expected to continue to 

deteriorate.The Secretary-General of the 

International Federation of Transport 

Workers continues: "Nevertheless, they 

continue to torture him. The situation is 

beyond awful. Iran violates even the most 

basic human rights of this man and many 

people. We demand the immediate transfer of  

 

 

Iran: UN experts 

15 June 2022 

Iran: UN expert alarmed by detention 

conditions in the wake of recent protests  

Press briefing notes                                                        

Press briefing note on Iran                                                 

Iran: UN experts say executions of child 

offenders must stop                                                                  

 Reza "We are taking Shahabi to the hospital 

and stopping his imprisonment and torture." 

The International Federa tion of Transport 

Workers also emphasized that Reza Shahabi 

is a member of the board of directors of the 

Tehran and Suburbs Bus Company, which is 

a member of the International Federation of 

Transport Workers. He and a number of trade 

union activists were arrested following strikes 

and protests against low and unpaid wages. 

Many teachers, workers and social activists, 

as well as 11 Tehran bus workers, were 

arrested during this period. "Hassan Saeedi, a 

prominent 

member of the Tehran Bus Company 

Workers' Union, was arrested on 28 May and 

Shahabi on 22 May. The families of labor 

activists and teachers currently detained in 

Evin Prison have been denied access to their 

loved ones." 

The ITF also reports that Reza Shahabi was 

imprisoned by the Iranian government in 

2010 for legitimate protests. "He was  

 

 

 

 

alarmed by civil 

 

GENEVA (15 June 2022) - UN human rights 

experts* today expressed serious concerns 

about a violent crackdown against civil 

society in Iran, including members of 

workers’ unions and teachers arrested for 

protesting against their low salaries and poor 

working conditions, and violent crackdown 

against civil society in Iran, including  

 

hospitalized. In 2017, he was arrested again 

and released in March 2018." 

"Reza Shahabi is just one case of long-term 

harassment of trade union leaders by the 

Iranian government," said Stephen Cotton. 

"The government denies the right to freedom 

of association, freedom of expression, 

assembly, protest and strike, all of which are 

enshrined in the ILO conventions." 

"Workers' protests have begun because of 

Iran's crumbling economy, where the cost of 

living has risen sharply but wages have 

fallen. In some cases, workers have not been 

paid at all. Authoritarian response to "Protests 

in Iran are not uncommon, but this time it 

seems to have been particularly brutal, 

probably because the government is 

struggling to control the economic situation." 

At the end of the statement, the International 

Federation of Transport Workers stressed that 

the Iranian government could not solve its 

problems by suppressing workers. "We call 

on the Iranian government to immediately 

and unconditionally all bus workers, teachers, 

"Release labor and human rights activists 

who are imprisoned in violation of their 

human rights. Iran must end its repression of 

workers and trade union activists and respect 

their rights." 

The solution to the toils of: 

 

unity and organization 

 

Syndicate of workers of the buses of the 

busket 

      
society crackdown 
members of workers’ unions and teachers 

“We are alarmed at the recent escalation 
of allegedly arbitrary arrests of teachers, 
labour rights defenders and union 
leaders, lawyers, human rights defenders 

and union leaders, lawyers, human rights 

defenders and other civil society actors,” the 

experts said. 
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In the past year, the Iranian Teachers’ 

Trade Association has organised 

several nation-wide protests over 

working conditions and low wages, as 

well as to protest the arrest of teachers 

and restrictions on public education for 

all. On 1 May 2022, on the occasion of 

the International Workers’ Day and the 

Teachers’ Day in Iran, teachers held 

protests in a number of cities across the 

country, joined by workers’ unions, 

including the Syndicate of Workers of 

Tehran and Suburbs Bus Company. 

Prior to the 1 May protests and until 24 

May 2022, over 80 teachers were 

arrested or summoned by security 

forces or the judiciary, and the houses 

of several trade unionists and teachers 

were raided. None of the teachers were 

given access to a lawyer. The 

authorities issued statements claiming 

that the arrests were due to “infiltration 

of foreign-affiliated elements into the 

ranks of teachers and workers” which 

threatened the order and security of the 

country. State television broadcast 

footage of several of the arrested 

teachers and labour rights defenders, 

accusing them of engaging with 

“hostile enemies” and calling their 

unions illegal. 

“The space for civil society and 

independent associations to carry out 

their legitimate work and activities is 

becoming impossibly narrow, 

exemplified by the large scale arrests of 

civil society actors and the recent Court 

of Appeals decision to dissolve the On 

26 May 2022, a Court of Appeals 

upheld the decision to dissolve the 

country’s largest non-governmental 

organisation - the Imam Ali Popular 

Students Relief Society – which did 

extensive work on poverty alleviation. 

The motion to dissolve the NGO was 

brought by the Ministry of Interior. 

The crackdown has also involved the 

summoning of several prominent 

lawyers, with some facing national 

security charges. 

Protests have spread across various 

cities and regions in Iran since the start 

of May following the government’s 

decision to cut subsidies on food items. 

 At least five protesters have been 

killed as a result of excessive use of 

force by security forces. Separately, 

protests erupted in Khuzestan after a 

10-story building collapsed in Abadan 

on 23 May, leaving over 40 dead and 

many missing. Protesters criticized the 

authorities for negligence and 

corruption in connection with 

permitting the construction of the 

building despite expert assessments 

advising against it. 

“In the absence of meaningful channels 

of participation in Iran, peaceful 

protests are now the sole remaining 

means for individuals and groups to 

express themselves and share their 

grievances with the authorities,” the 

experts said. “We are deeply concerned 

that first response by the authorities is 

that of security, involving the excessive 

use of force against protestors, with 

what appears to be an active policy to 

shield perpetrators and prevent 

accountability. 

“The crackdown comes in the context 

of an extremely dire economic 

situation, which the authorities 

themselves have acknowledged. We 

recall that the Government is the 

primary duty-bearer in the protection 

and promotion of human rights, 

including by  mitigating the impacts of 

sanctions. We call on the authorities to 

address the underlying causes of the 

protests, and to ensure that everyone 

can exercise their rights to freedom of 

expression, association and peaceful 

assembly.” 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 


